first three types are shared derived (i. e. parsimony informative) mutations which define a unique topology and so observing more than one type of these topologically informative mutations at a locus is incompatible 106 with the assumption of infinite sites and no recombinations. We used this criterion to test for recombination 107 in each alignment by testing for the presence of more than one type of shared derived mutation . This is 108 analogous to the four-gamete test but only requires a minimum of three ingroup samples and therefore has 109 greater power to detection to detect recombination. In total, only four alignments (out of a total of 53 across 110 all four species) showed evidence for recombination and were trimmed to the longest fragment compatible 111 with the assumption of no recombination and infinite sites. All trimmed, outgroup rooted alignmnens are 112 available from Dryad (XXX).
113
Although the principal aim of our analysis was to compare the relative divergence of refugial populations 114 between species rather than to obtain absolute values, we also applied a molecular clock. Following Lohse 115 et al. (2010) , a mutation rate (per site and generation) was calibrated using an estimate for the synonymous 116 mutation rate in the closely related pteromalid wasp genus Nasonia of 1.375 × 10 −8 per year (Oliveira et al., 117 2008). To apply this to our data (all four species), this rate was multiplied by the ratio of average per site 118 divergence (between C. fungosa and C. lauta) at synonomous coding sites and divergence across all sites (and 119 loci). Although rate calibrations are notoriously error-prone (Pulquério & Nicholls, 2007) , this calibration 120 should at least give an order of magnitude timing of events. We initially tried to account for mutational 121 heterogeneity between loci using the relative divergence between C. fungosa and C. lauta at each locus.
122
However, given that this did not improve likelihoods and yielded qualitatively similar results (not shown), we 123 assumed the simpler model of a constant (per site) mutation rate across loci in all subsequent analyses. The 124 fact that accounting for mutational hetereogeneity did not improve model fit is perhaps unsurprising given 125 that over very the recent timescales the stochastric variance of the coalescent and the mutational process 126 are expected to outweight any differences in mutation rates between loci which are likely to be subtle in scaled by twice the effective size of the common ancestral population N 0 , e. g.
t 1 is the absolute divergence time between B and C and g is the generation time (both in years). All four 137 species are known to have two generations per year (i. e. g = 0.5).
138
We used the recursion derived in Lohse et al. (2011a) to obtain an expression for the generating function 
144
Note that unlike the model of Yang (2002) simpler models nested within it, it was accepted as the most parsimonious model.
157

Simulations
158
In order to ascertain how much power there is to distinguish between histories, we tested the model selection 159 scheme on simulated data. Triplet datasets for three different sampling schemes (10, 18 and 100 loci of 160 equal length and mutation rate) were simulated in ms (Hudson, 2002 To assess the evidence for simultaneous divergence between species, we compared MLEs for population 201 divergence times under both the model retained in the LRT (Table 3 and Fig. 3 ) and all models that provided 202 an improvement in lnL (regardless of whether this was significant). Two conclusions emerge from this: 
213
In contrast, M. ameanus diverged much earlier (343 KY) with 95% C. I. not overlapping those of any other 214 species regardless of whether the full or a two population model is assumed (Table 3 , Fig. 3 ).
215
Simulations and sensitivity analysis
216
Our simulations clearly show that for a large and biologically relevant parameter range the power to distin-217 guish between divergence scenarios is limited. As one might expect power depends both on the number of 218 loci and the depth of population divergence (Fig. 4) Table S2 ).
235
Note that using the same loci rather than just equal numbers in each species also controls for any bias in 236 amplification success (e. g. longer and hence more informative loci failed to amplify disproportionately in 237 C. semifascia or H. stenonota). In both species we found that in almost all cases the same models were 238 supported regardless of whether all (18 and 16 respectively) loci or only a subset were used in the analysis 239 (Supporting Information Table S2 ). Specifically, the ranking of models according to lnL was the same in 240 the subsampled and full analyses in all cases. Likewise, estimates of divergence times and ancestral N e 241 were comparable to those obtained from the full data in both species (Supporting Information Fig. S2 ). This 242 confirms that our main results are robust to the differences in sampling effort between species.
243
Discussion
244
Our results highlight that even with multiple (10-18) independent loci it is surprisingly difficult to distin- originally designed to estimate species splits given a known topology. As expected, this study found almost 300 identical parameter estimates as those obtained here under the full model (which has the highest lnL, Table   301 2). However, what our previous analysis was unable to reveal was that simpler models may also fit the data.
302
C. fungosa stands out from the other parasitoid species analysed here in three key aspects. Firstly, it has 303 the greatest model uncertainty despite the fact that the largest number of loci was available in this species.
304
for the three other parasitoid species regardless of the model (Supporting Information Fig. S1 ). This is also 306 reflected by the fact that C. fungosa has the highest per site diversity (θ W ) across loci ( 
340
Likelihood analysis and model selection based on it provides an efficient way to extract information from 341 such genomic datasets in the gallwasp community and other systems.
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Assuming the full divergence model described above (Methods) and a sample of three sequences a, b and c (the labelling corresponds to the sampled population), we can write down an expression for the generating 474 function (GF) of the vector of branch lengths t = (t a , t b , t c , t ab , t ac , t bc ). Using the recursion of Lohse to the branch lengths t and is given by the following set of equations:
β is an inheritance scalar (1 for diploids and 4/3 for haplodiploids as in the analysis above) and α = N0 N1 .
480
This has solution:
We denote the GF for the case of interest, i. e. divergence at discrete times T 1 and coalescence events. For example, for topology {{b, c}, a}, t b = t c = t 3 , t bc = t 2 and t a = t 3 + t 2 . in 489 other words, t 2 and t 3 are the time intervals during which there are two and three lineages respectively.
490
Defining the corresponding dummy variables ω 2 and ω 3 , the GF for a genealogy congruent with the order of 491 population divergence is:
where G bc is a shorthand notation for a congruent topology {{b, c}, a}.
493
Similarly, the GF for an incongruent (either with branch t ab or t ac ) genealogy is:
Note that if we set all ω to zero (and assume β = 1), 2 goes to 1 and 3 and 4 above reduce to the 495 well-known result of Takahata et al. (1995) 
497
Assuming that mutations in interval t 2 and t 3 are Poisson distributed with rates 2θ/2 and 3θ/2 respec-498 tively, where the per locus mutation rate is θ/2 = 2N 0 µ, the joint probability of observing k 2 and k 3 499 mutations can be obtained by taking successive derivatives of (3) and (4) with respect to ω 2 and ω 3 (eq. 1
For a known triplet topology G i , there are only four possible branches and the corresponding mutations 502 can be classed into three types, those on the internal branch, k i , those on the two shorter external branches 503 k eS and those on the longer external branch k eL . Their joint probability p(k i , k eS , k eL ) can be found from 
where the last term corresponds to (5).
507
Loci with no topologically informative mutations (i. e. k i = 0) constitute a separate class G 0 . Finding 508 the probability of mutational configurations for this case involves summing over the contributions from the 509 three topology classes. Analogous to 6, these are weighted by the binomial probabilities of distributing the 510 keS mutations onto the two shorter external branches (with k e S1 and k e S2 mutations on each).
Table 1: Length (excluding indels) of the alignment with the outgroup, number of polymorphic sites (S) and topologically informative mutations (those on the internal branches, k i ) in triplet for 18 nuclear loci. The topology of the triplet genealogy at each locus is denoted according to which sample is basal (east = E, center = C, west = W, no topologically informative sites = 0) and given in brackets. The bottom row gives the mean θ W per site across loci. *indicates alignments that were trimmed to exclude likely recombinant portions. Table 2 : lnL and of all models nested within the full divergence model of three populations with topology (E, (C, W)) (Fig. 1a) for four parasitoid species. The 2nd column gives the number of model parameters (k). The model with the highest lnL in each species is shown in bold, the simplest model retained in likelihood ratio tests of nested models is indicated by *. Models with alternative order of population divergence had no support. Table 3 : Maximum likelihood estimates of scaled divergence times and ancestral population sizes θ for the model retained in the LRT and all models with a higher lnL (see Table 2 ) for four parasitoid species. For ease of comparison between models, the time of the oldest population split is given in each case and -for the full model only-the time inbetween population splits T 2 . Corresponding absolute values of N e and τ are shown in brackets. Figure 1 : The full divergence model between three populations with a population tree topology (E,(W, C)) (a) can be further simplified by setting either interval T 1 or T 2 or both to zero resulting in three nested models; (b) divergence between two populations (with C and W merged into a single population), (c) a polytomous split of the common ancestral population and (d) a single panmictic population.
Figure 2: Assuming infinite site mutations and an outgroup, each polymorphic site can be placed onto a unique branch in the underlying genealogy unambiguously. For example, there are 6 polymorphic sites in RpS18 in C. fungosa. These can be classed into 3 types according to the genealogical branch they fall on (0 denotes the ancestral, 1 the derived state relative to the outgroup C. lauta). In RpS18 a single shared derived mutation, i. e. parsimony informative site (white dot), defines the topology (E,(C,W)). 
